Teacher Materials (file 1 of 2) for
The Timucua Indians A Native American Detective Story
• Be a Detective Activity (pp. 2-3)
• Sunshine State Standard Links for the Book’s Detective
Directive Activities (pp. 4-5)
• Engravings of the Timucua (p. 6)
• Timucua Coloring Sheet (p. 7)
• Map of Timucua Villages (p. 8)
• Timucua Classroom Activities (pp. 9-12)
• Timucua Beliefs (pp. 13-16)
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Be a Detective!
Objectives:
Students will: 1) identify potential errors
in historical engravings, 2) suggest
sources for errors, and 3) identify ways
to check validity of potential errors in
visual media

Making Connections:
Discuss the differences between what
students see on TV dramas and what
they see on news stations. What are
some “untruths” they see in TV shows
and movies? Why do these untruths
exist? How can students ascertain the
validity of modern visual media?
Grade Level: 3rd-5th
Subject Area: Social Studies, Visual Arts,
Science
Skills: Observation, Deductive Logic, Research,
Scientific Process
Duration: One 1-hour session
Group Size: Two to thirty students
Materials: Chalkboard or flip chart, student
copies or an overhead copy of the De Bry
engraving of the Timucua Alligator Hunt. The
French engravings + background info available
free at http://pelotes.jea.com.
Sunshine State Standards: LA.A.2.2.8,
LA.B.2.2.1, LA.B.2.2.3, LA.B.2.2.4, LA.C.2.2.1,
LA.C.2.2.2, SC.H.1.2.2, SC.H.1.2.4, SC.H.3.2.2,
SC.H.3.2.4, SS.A.6.2.6
Key Terms: Engraving, Observation,
Hypothesis, Research, Conclusion
Author Website: http://www.kelleyweitzel.com
Reference Texts: The Timucua Indians - A
Native American Detective Story and Journeys
with Florida’s Indians, by Kelley G. Weitzel.

Background:

In 1564, the French set up a base of
operations in Florida. This base, located
near present-day Jacksonville, was called
Ft. Caroline. The expedition’s map
maker, Jacques LeMoyne (Zshok Le-MOeen), drew many pictures of the Timucua
Indians he encountered. He sometimes
drew pictures of events he witnessed;
other times he sketched scenes the
Timucua described to him. Later, the
Spanish soldiers attacked Fort Caroline,
destroying the buildings and killing most
of the fort’s inhabitants. Jacques
LeMoyne escaped to a ship anchored in
the St. Johns River. All of his drawings
(except for one) were destroyed in the
attack. Over the next several years, he
redrew them from memory. After he died,
an engraver named Theodore DeBry
(THEE-oh-door de Bri) bought these
drawings from LeMoyne’s widow. He
engraved the drawings to put them in a
book about the New World. DeBry had
already engraved pictures from other
parts of North and South America. He
added elements from these drawings to
fill in backgrounds in LeMoyne’s work. In
addition, he may have made substantial
changes to the drawings to make them
more exciting.

Getting Ready:
Students will brainstorm a list of skills that
all detectives need. List these skills on a
flip chart, helping students make links
between detective terminology and the
scientific process. For example, “making
a guess about who committed the crime,”
is related to “stating a hypothesis.”
“Looking for clues to prove it” is related to
“making observations.” And “catching the
bad guy,” is the same as “drawing a
conclusion.” Next, on your flip chart,
make three columns titled “What looks
untrue?” “Why do we think it’s untrue?”
and “How can we check it out?” Discuss
a TV show or movie that the students are
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familiar with. Ask them what parts of the
show seem unrealistic and enter these
under “What looks untrue?” Ask why
these scenes seem less than accurate
and write their reasons under “Why do we
think it’s untrue?” Finally, have students
brainstorm ways they could check the
accuracy of these scenes. Write this
under “How can we check it out?” If time
permits, visit the school library or
classroom computer to research the
scene’s validity.

Procedure:
Give student pairs copies of DeBry’s
Alligator Hunt engraving and / or put an
overhead of the engraving up for all
students to see. During the Getting
Ready activity, you modeled the process
for identifying and confirming untruths in
visual media. Ask each student pair to
make a similar three column table on a
sheet of paper. Working together, they
should fill in each section of the table with
at least three items. While they’re

working, draw a new three-column table
on your flip chart. Have students share
ideas for the class-wide table based on
the Alligator Hunt engraving. Be sure to
record the number of teams making each
observation. After completion, students
should select the three most commonly
noted “untruths.” Then visit your library or
classroom computer to research the
validity of these three hypotheses, using
the methods they brainstormed.

Assessment:
Choose another DeBry engraving from
the website listed. Have students
complete the same task with the new
engraving. Note: Do not assess the
validity of the student’s guesses. Instead,
focus on their abilities to justify their
hypotheses and brainstorm ways to test
hypothesis validity.

Extensions:
1) Have students brainstorm ways that
errors in visual
media can impact
people’s beliefs.
2) Have student
groups create
detective skits and
act them out for the
class. Members of
the audience should
decide which parts of
each skit
demonstrate the
detective / scientific
skills of observing,
making hypotheses,
and drawing a
conclusion.
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Sunshine State Standard Links to Student Activities in
The Timucua Indians – A Native American Detective Story
by Kelley G. Weitzel
All of the text’s activities (Detective Directives) support the following Sunshine State
Standard: SS.A.6.2.6
History of Florida’s native people
Sunshine State Standards specific to each Detective Directive follow:
Chapter 1 - Prehistory
Detective Directive #1, p. 5 LA.C.1.2.5 listening strategies
Detective Directive #2, p. 7 SS.B.2.2.2 environment affects human activities
Detective Directive #3, p. 9 SS.A.6.2.2 Florida history & geography
Detective Directive #4, p. 10 SS.B.2.2.2 environment affects human activities
Chapter 2 - Language
Detective Directive #5, p. 13
Detective Directive #6, p. 14
Detective Directive #7, p. 15
Detective Directive #8, p. 16

LA.C.3.2.1
LA.A.1.2.2
LA.A.1.2.2
LA.D.1.2.1

speaking strategies
context clues & finding meaning in graphics
context clues & finding meaning in graphics
language structure, symbols, meanings

Chapter 3 -Clothes and Decorations
Detective Directive #9, p. 21 LA.C.2.2.2 main concept and details in non-print media
Detective Directive #10, p. 25 VA.A.1.2.4 uses two and three-dimensional media
Detective Directive #11, p. 26 SC.H.1.2.2 uses scientific processes to explore nature
Detective Directive #12, p. 27 SC.H.1.2.4 uses scientific processes to explore nature
Detective Directive #13, p. 28 LA.A.1.2.2 context clues & finding meaning in graphics
Detective Directive #14, p. 29 SC.H.1.2.4 uses scientific processes to explore nature
Detective Directive #15, p. 30 VA.A.1.2.4 uses two and three-dimensional media
Detective Directive #16, p. 31 LA.A.1.2.2 context clues & finding meaning in graphics
Chapter 4 – Families and Clans
Detective Directive #17, p. 33 LA.A.1.2.2 context clues & finding meaning in graphics
Detective Directive #18, p. 42 LA.A.2.2.1 main idea, details, chronological order
Chapter 5 - Children
Detective Directive #19, p. 45
Detective Directive #20, p. 46
Detective Directive #21, p. 46
Detective Directive #22, p. 48
Detective Directive #23, p. 48
Detective Directive #24, p. 48

LA.A.2.2.1
LA.A.1.2.2
SC.H.1.2.5
LA.A.2.2.1
PE.A.2.2.3
SC.H.1.2.4

main idea, details, chronological order
context clues & finding meaning in graphics
uses scientific processes to explore nature
main idea, details, chronological order
developing motor skills
uses scientific processes to explore nature

~continued on back of sheet~
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Chapter 6 – Villages and Homes
Detective Directive #25, p. 52 MA.B.1.2.2 measures & solves real world math problems
Detective Directive #26, p. 53 LA.A.2.2.1 main idea, details, chronological order
Detective Directive #27, p. 56 SS.A.1.2.2 Chronology, primary and secondary sources
Detective Directive #28, p. 57 SS.A.1.2.2 Chronology, primary and secondary sources
Detective Directive #29, p. 58 LA.B.2.2.3 writes to communicate
Chapter 7 – Foods
Detective Directive #30, p. 60
Detective Directive #31, p. 63
Detective Directive #33, p. 66
Detective Directive #34, p. 66
Detective Directive #35, p. 67

SC.G.1.2.3 nature competition, photosynthesis, food chain
LA.A.2.2.1 main idea, details, chronological order
LA.A.2.2.1 main idea, details, chronological order
LA.C.2.2.2 main concept and details in non-print media
HE.A.1.2.10 disease prevention & food nutritional values

Chapter 8 - Medicines and Ceremonial Teas
Detective Directive #36, p. 71 LA.A.2.2.1 main idea, details, chronological order
Chapter 9 - Hunting
Detective Directive #37, p. 78 LA.C.2.2.2 main concept and details in non-print media
Chapter 10 – Tools
Detective Directive #38, p. 82 LA.A.2.2.1 main idea, details, chronological order
Detective Directive #39, p. 86 LA.A.1.2.2 context clues & finding meaning in graphics
Detective Directive #40, p. 90 LA.A.2.2.1 main idea, details, chronological order
Chapter 11 – Timucua Chiefs and Beliefs
Detective Directive #41, p. 92 LA.B.2.2.1 writes to communicate
Detective Directive #42, p. 98 LA.E.1.2.4 values of a time period influence literature
Chapter 12 – Europeans in Florida
Detective Directive #43, p. 102 LA.C.2.2.2 main concept and details in non-print media
Detective Directive #44, p. 107 LA.A.1.2.2 context clues & finding meaning in graphics
Chapter 13 – Other Florida Native American Groups
Detective Directive #45, p. 110 LA.D.1.2.1 language structure, symbols, meanings
Chapter 14 – Learning about the Past
Detective Directive #46, p. 115 LA.A.1.2.2 context clues & finding meaning in graphics
Detective Directive #47, p. 117 LA.A.1.2.2 context clues & finding meaning in graphics
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A Sample of DeBry’s Engravings of the Timucua
More Available with Commentary at http://pelotes.jea.com
What’s True and What’s Not?
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

True: The Timucua did grow
family “kitchen gardens” near
their homes. The large
communal agricultural fields were
further away.
False: The huts probably did not
have clay walls; instead, they
were thatched with palm all the
way to the ground.
False: There was no palisade
(fence) around Timucua villages.
False: The large central council
house was round, not
rectangular.
True: The Timucua did hunt deer
by hiding under a deer cloak - the
complete hide of a deer.
False: Florida deer do not have
antlers like that.
False: Florida rivers are tannic
(brown) and don’t show
reflections.
False: The Timucua probably
couldn’t sneak up that close to a
deer using a deer cloak.
False: The Timucua did not use
recurved bows. Their bows were
straight
True: This picture shows the
chief walking with his principal
wife, their servants following
along. This shows that some
Timucua people had more power
than others.
True: Timucua women did weave
cloth from Spanish moss.
True: Both men and women
tattooed their skin and wore ear
decorations and beads.
False: These Timucua have very
European features. They should
look more like Native Americans.
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Classroom Activities for Studying the Timucua
1)

What is Prehistory? (Chapter 1) Map Study - On a globe, have students trace the
path the Paleo-Indians walked from Siberia to Alaska and then down into Florida.

2)

Who were the Timucua? (Chapter 2) Map Study - On a globe, have students
locate at least four countries that speak English as a primary language (i.e. US,
Canada, Great Britain, Australia). Discuss whether or not a shared language
means a shared culture. How do people live differently in these different areas?
Are they politically united? Do they eat the same foods? Discuss how different
Timucua groups, though sharing a language, all spoke different dialects (like
Australian English vs. British English vs. US Southern Drawl.) Have students with
different accents speak aloud and applaud their differences. See the map of
Timucua villages on this document for the location of the three Timucua headchiefs.
If you live in north Florida, have students locate the city in which their school resides
and decide who their headchief would be.

3)

Where did the Timucua live? (Chapter 2) Map study / Outdoor exploration - Have
students color the area inhabited by the Timucua on a map of Florida and Georgia,
available in this document. Have them highlight the X’s where Saturiwa, Outina,
and Potano lived. Visit a wetland, either a river bank, a retention pond, or a large
ditch. Look for animal footprints, chewed nuts and cones, and scats (droppings).
Animals need water to drink. The Timucua would have hunted them at watering
holes. Look for cattails - a source of food (roots) and willows - a source of aspirin
(bark). Look for large trees that you could make a canoe out of (especially pine or
cypress.) Look for trees with trunks about eight inches across. They would be
good to build a hut with (like young pines). Look for palm trees or saw palmettos.
These would be good to thatch your hut’s roof. Talk about all of these things as
good reasons to build near water. Be sure to discuss with your students why it was
safe for the Timucua to drink out of the river then, but not for us today.

4)

What did the Timucua look like? (Chapter 3) Art / Physical Education - Have
students color the pictures of the Timucua, located in this document noting the
heavy use of tattooing in this native culture. Run relay races and target games.
Award tattoos (ink stamps on the arms) for the winners of each round. The one
who has the most tattoos at the end is the chief of the classroom. (Although chiefs
were often male, some female chiefs were recorded.) Some chief names include
Saturiwa, Outina, Potano, and Cubaconi (female).

5)

What was the Timucua family like? (Chapters 4 & 5) Drama - Assign students
roles to play in a Timucua village. Assign a chief, a shaman (healer), fathers,
uncles, mothers, brothers, sisters, and grandparents. Have them interact with one
another. You can tattoo them, giving the chief the most tattoos. You can give boys
feathers to wear in their hair and let the girls twist MICROWAVED Spanish moss
into belts. (You must microwave the moss to kill redbugs. The Timucua women
probably smoked it or boiled it to kill the bugs. If you buy Spanish moss from an art
store, it will be bug-free.) Uncles must train boys while fathers are more like friends
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to their sons. Mothers train daughters. Boys make tools and hunt while girls pound
corn, weave baskets, make pottery, take care of younger siblings, etc. Discuss who
seemed to have the most work. (Generally, the women and older girls.)
6)

What was a Timucua village like? (Chapter 6) Art / Math - Build a model village
from construction paper or draw one (without the mistakes in DeBry’s engraving).
Create a round Council House and NO palisade. Have students use a tape
measure to measure the diameter of their bedroom at home, then the length of their
whole house. Is it bigger or smaller than the 25’ the Timucua shared with their
whole family?

7)

What kinds of foods did the Timucua eat? (Chapters 7 & 8) Synthesis - Have
students compose a menu for a feast in the middle of winter. They must indicate
where they will get these foods (from a forest, from the fields, from the salt marsh,
from the storage area (if it is a winter feast, all the fruits and vegetables would be
dried in storage, not fresh. Timucua couldn’t get grapes mid-winter like we can
today.) Acorns and hickory nuts drop in the fall, and deer are available fresh in
winter as well. Fish and shellfish are a year-round resource, but shellfish should be
avoided in summer months because they can make you sick at these times.

8)

How did the Timucua prepare foods? (Chapter 7) Chemistry - Bring fresh corn,
dried corn, grits, and cornmeal to class. Ask students to compare the four
substances. Corn was the staple of many north Florida peoples. Have them try to
grind dry corn. Soak it for a day or two. Now have them try to grind it. If they can,
have them separate the hulls of the kernels from the grits or corn flour. Add hot
water to the powder and stir. Show the students what a common Timucua food was
- corn mush - (not quite as appetizing as pudding snacks or pb&j.) The corn mush
is for display only. Do NOT eat it. / If you have access to a kitchen or a burner in
your classroom, you can boil the nutmeat from acorns. Acorns are technically
poisonous because they contain high levels of tannic acid. Too much of that will
make you sick, and it is what makes acorns taste so bitter (and what makes the St.
Johns River brown). The Timucua boiled acorns in several changes of water until
all the brown tannic acid had come out. Let students watch the water turn brown as
the acid boils out. Remind your students: NEVER eat wild foods, not even cooked
acorns.

9)

How did the Timucua prepare medicines and teas? (Chapter 8) Discussion Ask students to get help from their parents in inventorying their medicine cabinets at
home. You can bring in examples too. You are looking for something you inhale in
a vapor form, like a flu medicine, something you put directly on a wound (like an
antiseptic salve), and something you drink (cough syrup). Timucua had many of the
same medicines we have today. They just made theirs from plants instead of
buying them at the store. Can students find any drinks with caffeine (like the
Timucua Black Drink) at home? Bring tea leaves in for the students to inspect and
smell, especially those they might recognize like orange, mint, or fruit teas. Ask
your class why the Timucua drank tea hot instead of iced-tea. (No ice cubes then!)
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10)

How did the Timucua hunt? (Chapter 9) Drama / Art - Have students reenact an
alligator hunt. Who has to risk his life by being closest to the alligator’s mouth?
Where do you think the chief is? (Probably supervising at a safe distance, or
relaxing back at the village.) Have one student play the alligator. If the alligator
chases the runner, the runner must find a tree to climb (monkey bars will do.)
Where are the women during the hunt? What do they have to do afterwards? (Skin
the alligator, butcher it, clean it, cook it, etc.) You might try making a deer cloak out
of construction paper or papier-mâché to re-enact a deer hunt. Also, many students
have parents who hunt and can donate tanned or raw deer hides for class use.
Although it may take up to 6 months for a taxidermist to tan your hide, it only costs
about $60.00 and is an excellent educational resource for the classroom. No
permits are required to possess deer parts in the classroom. You can also visit the
website http://www.fursforfun.com to see what hides might be useful in your
classroom. For a picture of the alligator hunt, refer to the DeBry engravings in this
document.

11)

What kinds of pottery were used in prehistoric Florida? (Chapter 10) Art Make pottery from clay. The first pottery was made by pinching a well into the
middle of a ball or lining the inside of a basket with clay to get the shape. Later
pottery was made by coiling. Roll the clay out into long strips. Start coiling the clay
around and around like a flat snake. When the bottom is as wide as you want it,
start coiling the strips up instead of side-by-side. You have to blend in all the coils,
and it is not easy. Let the students decorate the pottery by pressing objects with a
grain into the clay. Some Florida natives used dried corncobs to leave impressions
on the clay. If you ground corn earlier, you may have a few spare corncobs. Get
reusable clay, so students can try making each kind of pot. It’s not as easy as it
sounds, but it’s fun! If you can visit a site where clay is exposed, let the students
did some natural clay. Before molding it, they will have to pick all the roots, shells,
and dirt out of it. It will help them appreciate the convenience of store-bought clay.

12)

What other containers were used in Florida? (Chapter 10) Art - Gather and dry
several palm fronds. (They must be dry before you start your art project or they will
shrink, and your mat will fall apart.) Split each finger of the frond into two strips,
removing the thick mid-rib, and clipping off the skinny ends. Each student needs
about 8 strips to weave a mat. This is a lot of prep time, so get the students to do it
as part of the project. The weave is a simple over and under, with the final ends
tucked in. It’s a little frustrating at first, but it can be done. Sometimes pairing the
students in teams of two, one responsible for over, and one for under, works well.
You can also use palm strips or corn husks to make simple dolls.

13)

What kinds of tools did the Timucua use? (Chapter 10) Hands-on - Collect
cockle shells at the beach, or have the students collect them on a field-trip or from
home trips. At lunch, provide, or have everyone bring pudding, fruit cups, or
something that requires a spoon to eat. After boiling the cockle shells thoroughly,
give them to the students and let them try to eat with natural spoons.
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14)

What about rulers and religion? (Chapter 11) Composition / Physical Education Run races and target games and award tattoo stamps to the winners of each round.
The student with the most tattoos gets to be the chief. / Discuss superstitions and
beliefs of the Timucua and of people today. Have the students write a story about
one of the following subjects:
a) A Timucua boy sees an owl and is afraid it means he is going to die.
b) A boy is in a canoe alone in the ocean. A storm is making the waves swamp his
dugout. He whistles a tune, hoping the waves will calm.
c) A girl notices that the fire is popping and is afraid her father will have to leave
soon on another battle.
d) A girl wants a boy to notice her. She gives the Shaman a good rabbit hide in
trade so that he will cast a spell on the boy and make him like her.
e) A boy on his first hunt gets the shaman to say a good luck chant over his arrows.
He’s knows where the acorns are dropping, and hopes to get a deer.

15)

What did the Europeans do in Florida? (Chapter 12) Reasoning - Talk about the
epidemics that swept through native cultures. These overwhelming diseases often
killed the weaker members of society - the very old and very young - but the young
and strong succumbed as well. The loss of elders, chiefs, and shaman left a
vacuum in village leadership. This contributed to the destruction of the Timucua
culture as well as of individual people. Explain immunities (natural disease
resistance that we are born with or obtain through exposure) and how the Timucua
were hit by epidemic after epidemic. Make sure the students understand that these
same diseases (smallpox, measles, chickenpox, scarlet fever, typhus, malaria,
bubonic plague, pneumonic plague, influenza, typhoid, dysentery, diphtheria, and
yellow fever) were devastating populations in Europe too.

16)

How do we learn about the Timucua today - History? (Chapter 12) History /
Visual Media - Look at several of the DeBry engravings of LeMoyne’s drawings.
Discuss what you can learn from them and the things that are probably not true.
Research what is and is not true in these drawings available at pelotes.jea.com.

17)

How do we learn about the Timucua today - Archaeology? (Chapter 14)
Archaeology / Math - Buy a few Comanche flower pots (available at Garden Ridge
for approximately $3.00 each). Break them up and bury them in an area of your
schoolyard. You can also buy a few projectile points (Tandy Leather sells them at
75 cents each) to add to the buried artifacts. If you add a few shells (use clam or
cockle as they are not sharp like oysters) and maybe some bones (boiled dried
chicken bones would do), you have created an imitation midden, or native trash pile.
Let students excavate using trowels, and use rulers to measure the depth at which
they discover each piece. Let them draw out a map, to scale if you like, marking the
location of each find. Afterwards, let students try to reassemble the pottery. NOTE:
Be sure to accurately mark where you buried the artifacts, and keep each plot small,
maybe 1-2’ square.
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Timucua Health, Environmental Ethics, and Common Sense
Health, environmental ethics, and common sense are historical elements that
archaeologists can’t dig up from the ground. So how can we learn about these important
parts of Timucua life? One Spanish priest gave us some good hints.
This priest, Francisco Pareja, arrived in Florida on September 23, 1573. He spent 33
years among the Timucua people teaching them about Christianity. During that time, he
learned the Timucua language, documenting 10 different dialects across North and Central
Florida and SE Georgia. Many of Pareja’s fellow priests did not speak Timucua. In order
to help them hear the Timucua peoples’ confessions, he wrote down the questions the
priests should ask, and the answers they should give. Each sentence was written in both
Spanish and Timucua. By studying this document, historians have learned enough about
the Timucua language to publish a small dictionary (by Granberry). They have also tried to
learn about the Timucua lifestyle by reading Pareja’s text.
When studying these writings, we should remember that there are probably mistakes in the
confessional. Pareja knew a great deal about the Timucua, but he still saw them from a
European Christian perspective. Because the Timucua culture was very different from
European Christian beliefs, some of Pareja’s interpretations were necessarily inaccurate.
In fact, his writings sometimes say more about the Spanish culture than they do about the
Timucua.
So, how can we learn about the Timucua? While Spanish priests taught the Timucua
about Christian rules and beliefs, they also tried to stop them from practicing elements of
their own native culture. In the Confessionario, we can read about what the Spanish
priests asked the Timucua in confession. Since they sometimes asked about “newly
forbidden” Timucua practices, we can learn which parts of Timucua culture the Europeans
were trying to change.
At first glance, the modern reader might call many Timucua practices and beliefs
“superstition.” We simply don’t know much about their culture, so we are tempted to make
snap judgments. An outsider to modern western culture might think the following “beliefs”
ridiculous: “Walking under a ladder or opening an umbrella inside brings bad luck.” But if
you think about it, a ladder could fall on your head, or an umbrella could poke someone in
the eye. That would certainly be bad luck.
With some thought, many of the Timucua beliefs make good sense. They are accurate
descriptions of the real world. In fact, many of them function as behavioral guides for the
people. Some serve to keep the people safe and healthy, while many more work towards
preserving the environment around them. For the Timucua, the environment was not
simply a part of their world. It was their home, their livelihood, and their future. The
Timucua belief system helped keep their environment strong and healthy.
The information below looks at some quotes from the Confessionario. It demonstrates
how Timucua beliefs worked to improve their health, preserve their environment, or simply
describe the way the world works. The interpretations of these quotes are from one
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educator’s perspective. When we analyze historical documents, we must always
remember that there are many opportunities for error, and many different interpretations of
the same data.
Beliefs that Improve Health
“Being ill, have you had to light a separate fire so that your meal can be
cooked, because if you don’t, you will die, have you believed this?” and
“Have you produced a new fire or made a fire apart to cure someone?” and
“For someone who is sick, have you made a separate light or fire?”
Diseases like smallpox and yellow fever were passed from person to person. Raging
epidemics sometimes wiped out whole villages. If a person were sick, it would be safer to
move them to another house so they didn’t spread the illness to the rest of the household.
A new fire would have to be lit so that nurses could care for them there. Without special
care, these people would surely die, just as the “superstition” says.
If “…you have sneezed, and having come to the house, you have taken a
bath with water of the herb, and not doing this, have you believed for sure that
you will die, have you believed this?” and “Are you an herbalist?”
Many herbs and plants have medicinal uses, so it made sense for the Timucua to use
these herbs when they were sick; the same way people take Echinacea or Vitamin C
today.
“Have you believed that with these prayers and superstitions a person can be
cured?”
The Timucua probably did pray that their patients and loved ones would get well. Today,
many people do the same thing.
Beliefs that Improve the Environment
“When collecting acorns or other fruits, did you consider it a sin to eat the first
fruits that were cut?”
With as many as 200 people living in a village, the land nearby would be aggressively
harvested. The people could easily collect and eat every acorn, blueberry, plum, and
grape in the area. There would be nothing left for the animals to eat and no seeds left to
grow plants for the following year. Perhaps by throwing the first fruits back into the woods,
the Timucua were planting the next generation. This made sure these plant species would
never die out.
“Have you considered it a sin to eat the first maize from a new clearing?”
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Some kernels had to be saved as seed corn for the following year. If the people were very
hungry, they might eat all of the corn and have nothing to plant next year. This belief
made sure the Timucua people would never eat all the corn. They would always have
crops in the future because there would be enough seeds for spring planting.
“The first fish that enters the new fish traps, have you said not to put them in
hot water, otherwise no more would be caught?”
Releasing the first fish meant that there would always be some fish left to breed and have
more baby fish. This ensured that the Timucua would always have a good food source.
“…have you not wanted to eat that which was sowed in an old field?”
After planting in a field for several seasons, all of the minerals in the soil get used up. The
Timucua would probably stop using this field for a few years, letting it lie fallow, so the
minerals could gradually return. Planting in an old field would just make the soil worse. So
it would make sense not to eat food from an old field. This belief prevented further soil
degradation.
“When the winter comes, have you held it to be a sin to eat the small
chicken?”
This is probably talking about quail. If they chose not to eat baby quail, it gave these birds
a chance to grow up and have more babies. By refusing to eat young quail, the Timucua
made sure there would always be more quail in the future.
“The broth of the deer or the wild chicken, have you said not to spill it,
otherwise the snare will not catch another?”
Broth, the water that meat and vegetables are cooked in, is full of vitamins. It is very
healthy food that should not be wasted. We have a similar saying today: “Waste not; want
not.” Our saying doesn’t mean that if you do waste, you’ll definitely run out of resources. It
just says that you might. If the Timucua wasted food and had to hunt more animals to feed
themselves, there might not be enough deer left to hunt next year.
“Have you said that the bones of what was hunted: do not throw them out,
otherwise more will not enter the trap, hang them by the ankles or put them in
the thatching of the house?”
Bones can serve many useful purposes. They can become structural parts of the hut.
They can be cracked and boiled to get the marrow out for nutritious food. They can be
used to make knives, needles, awls, and other tools. So it makes good sense to save
them and not throw them away. If the Timucua did throw bones away, and then had to
hunt more animals to get bones for tools, there might not be enough animals to hunt next
year.
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Beliefs that Teach Common Sense
“When encountering any snake in the road, field, or in the house have you
believed it to be a prognostication and omen of evil?”
If the snake you see bites you, most people would agree that it was really bad luck. This
belief just says that seeing a snake can mean you might have bad luck. That’s common
sense.
“When the fireplace fire pops, have you said this is a sign of war?”
In the summertime, there is usually lots of rain in Florida. Wet wood pops when you put it
in the fireplace. During the summer, it is also very hot. People usually get more angry and
irritated in hot weather, and there was no air conditioning back then to cool people off. So,
since the fire usually popped in summertime, and people were in a worse mood in the
summer, it made sense that a fight might occur and a war start.
“Crossing with the canoe some sandbar or obstacles, and there being a
choppy area, have you whistled to it, believing that you would not turn
over?”
Canoeing in a storm or in choppy water is probably a bit scary. Whistling probably made
the person in the canoe feel more relaxed so they could handle the canoe better. Today,
we have a similar saying called “whistling in the dark.” Trying to calm yourself down in a
scary situation made good sense for them, and it makes good sense today.
“The ceremony of the laurel that is made to the Devil, have you made it?”
The ceremony of the laurel is probably the Black Drink Ceremony, made with yaupon holly.
The leaves were roasted, and then boiled, to make a caffeinated drink called Cassina.
Cassina was drunk by adult male hunters before a big hunt or battle. It gave them an extra
caffeine boost. This was probably not a ceremony to the devil, because the pre-contact
Timucua did not know about or believe in the devil. Instead, this use of botanical
technology improved their chances of having a successful hunt or battle. It made sense.
“For the beginning of the sowing, have you had fixed a pot of gacha, and that
six old men eat from it, and etc.”?
The older members of the village had the most wisdom about hunting, planting, and
everything else. Giving these senior citizens a good meal right before planting helped
them feel like valued members of the group. Their willing advice contributed to a more
successful planting and harvest. It made good sense.
These are only a few of the items in Pareja’s Confessionario. This book is currently out of print, but can be
found in many libraries, particularly at universities. Its full title is Francisco Pareja’s 1612 Confessionario – A
Documentary Resource for Timucuan Ethnography, written and edited by Jerald T. Milanich and William C.
Sturtevant. It was published by the Division of Archives, History and Records Management, Florida
Department of State, Tallahassee, Florida in 1972.
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